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Disclaimer
This document is provided for general information purposes only and does not constitute legal,
investment or other professional advice on any subject matter. Whilst every effort has been made to
ensure that the information given in this document is accurate, the EU SME Centre accepts no liability
for any errors, omissions or misleading statements, and no warranty is given or responsibility accepted
as to the standing of any individual, firm, company or other organisation mentioned. Publication as
well as commercial and non-commercial transmission to a third party is prohibited unless prior
permission is obtained from the EU SME Centre. The views expressed in this publication do not
necessarily reflect the views of the European Commission.

The EU SME Centre helps EU SMEs prepare to do business in China by providing them with
a range of information, advice, training and support services. Established in October 2010 and
funded by the European Union, the Centre has entered its second phase which will run until
July 2018.

The Centre is implemented by a consortium of six partners – the China-Britain Business
Council, the Benelux Chamber of Commerce, the China-Italy Chamber of Commerce, the
French Chamber of Commerce in China, the EUROCHAMBRES, and the European Union
Chamber of Commerce in China.
All services are available on the Centre’s website after registration, please visit:
www.eusmecentre.org.cn.
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Background
The conjunction of several factors has resulted in a boom in cross-border e-commerce
(CBEC) 1 in China, opening the way for EU SMEs to sell directly to Chinese consumers
(B2C)2 in a manner that:
Is separate from General Trade
Thus eliminating the need to have an authorised importer in China
Includes a list of authorised products
There is a well-defined list3 of the products that are authorised4 to be traded into China via
CBEC
Allows the brand to have full control over tag pricing and margins
The foreign brand can span the whole supply chain, exports, distribution, and retail with no
intermediaries up to the end consumer
Has the confidence of Chinese consumers
Boosted by facts such as the endorsement of the government, full trust in existing policies on
refunds, the broad experience of Chinese consumers with daigou5, and the exposure of
millions of Chinese tourists to foreign brands
Allows the foreign brands to enter China in a cost-effective manner
Avoids the requirement to set up a subsidiary, while retaining direct access to Chinese
consumers
Is mobile based
In line with modern China, where the transition to mobile technology is complete
Is based on WeChat
The home screen for Chinese consumers. This is the portal through which netizens in China
interact, purchase goods, acquire information, learn about trends, compare prices and products,
and influence others
The above advantages are implemented by setting up a cross-border WeChat shop. In this
guide, we aim to provide EU SMEs with a full explanation of all the elements involved in
this process. A full end-to-end business solution integrating the separate modules is
presented in the Annex.

1

Cross-border e-commerce: consumers buying online from merchants who are located in other
countries and jurisdictions
2
Business to consumer (B2C): business or transactions conducted directly between a company and
consumers who are the end-users of its products or services
3
www.eusmecentre.org.cn see FAQ section
4
On September 23, 2017 China State Council extended the CBEC pilot until January 1, 2019
english.gov.cn/premier/news/2017/09/23/content_281475878302662.htm
5
Daigou 代购: a channel of commerce in which an overseas person, usually another Chinese citizen,
purchases commodities on behalf of a customer in Mainland China
5
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The Key Factors
The elements whose conjunction has recently made possible the idea of implementing a
CBEC WeChat shop are as follows:
2.1 CBEC is Booming
Total CBEC turnover for 2017 is estimated6 to be about EUR 1 trillion. The above estimate
includes both B2C and B2B.
For B2C only (the CBEC shop model at WeChat is B2C) the EU SME Centre estimates 2017
turnover to be about EUR 80 billion (see Fig 11 in the Annex).
2.2 WeChat’s Unparalleled Success in China
It is difficult7 for EU SMEs to fully grasp the enormous success of WeChat in China. WeChat
permeates the full range of consumer spaces. According to the latest survey, 8 WeChat
averages about 1 billion active users monthly. More importantly:
• It accounts for 35% of each user’s monthly smartphone usage
• It is one of the preferred e-wallets for online payments in China
• It is the home screen for virtually all Chinese consumers
Consumers in China will expect to find your brand in WeChat
2.3 Pilot Free -Trade Zones9
These are free-trade zones (FTZ) where Chinese government tests economic reforms and new
regulations, with the aim of opening up the economy.
2.4 Consumption as the Lever to Lift China’s Economy
The aim is to dampen the effect of daigou, which leads to a loss in tax collection, and offer a
greater variety and choice of foreign products to Chinese consumers in a manner that is
integrated into China’s economic agenda.
This serves the purpose of increasing competition, while also reducing prices, as a means to
address the frequent consumer criticism that foreign products, while often of better quality
and safer, are too expensive for ordinary citizens
2.5 Reaction to the Negative Effects of Inefficient General Trade
The difficulties involved in importing to China via General Trade are such that importers,
distributors, and retailers have historically been reluctant to introduce anything but premium
foreign brands, with their inevitably high prices. Consumers in China have thus been deprived
access to the range of medium-range foreign brands and their quality/price benefits. These
brands do not satisfy the demands of General Trade importers in terms of marketing budget,
promotional costs, and other financial aspects, leading to the broad perception by EU SMEs
that finding an importer in China is a nigh on impossible task.
2.6 Making China Inspection and Quarantine (CIQ) Part of the Solution
The inspection of imported goods is clearly essential. However, it is only after the advent of
FTZs that CIQ10 have initiated a vast improvement in methods and procedures, speeding up
6

www.iimedia.cn/53741.html
To learn more about WeChat, see the informational resources at EU SME Centre
www.eusmecentre.org.cn/search?type=All&keyword=wechat
8
data.questmobile.com.cn/mobileBindView.do?state=PCLOGIN_GEuc7kx4AUYcaVeD1cAY3WW3
N4NSR2xM&timestamp=1501653458218&sign=9e41ecb1125faad9518eff1c8bc529fe7e9b9591
9
www.eusmecentre.org.cn/sites/default/files/files/China(shanghai)pilot%20free%20trade%20zone.pdf
7
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goods registration and clearance methods. These factors were formerly considered
unimportant by the General Trade Customs, to the dismay of importers, who in turn passed
the extra costs onto consumers. That these times have been halved or better is considered a
critical factor in the success of the FTZs.
2.7 A More Discerning Middle Class
The modern middle class requires more variety in product selection, lower prices than for
products imported via General Trade, and the chance to experience a greater variety of
products for those located inland.

10

www.aqsiq.net/ciq.htm
7
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The Supply Chain
3.1 The Upstream Flow of Goods to the Chinese Consumer

Figure 1
3.2 The downstream Flow of Payments to the EU Shop Owner

Figure 2
8
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3.3 Returns
A WeChat shop is obliged to manage returns. You will need to agree on a reverse logistics
strategy with your logistics operator. In China, 3PLs (third-party logistics) 11 have expertise in
the process, and can ensure that it is implemented at an early stage. (E.g. the 3PL may assign
a customer service representative for your WeChat shop.)
Try to minimize the return of products caused by a poor product description. Ensure that the
description includes all12 the product information required by Chinese consumers. Pay close
attention to customer comments and learn from them.
To test the operating conditions, a soft launch of the WeChat shop under controlled conditions
may be advisable.

11
12

A provider of outsourced logistics services
E.g. when a football is displayed as inflated but arrives in a non-inflated state
9
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The Building Blocks
The following are the building blocks for a WeChat CBEC shop:
Building Block
WeChat Account

Function
The brand’s interface with Chinese consumers in WeChat. Via the
official account, the brand can obtain followers, send them information,
and direct them to the brand’s shop within WeChat

WeChat Shop

The place where consumers can purchase the brand’s products

Payment Option

Integration of the WeChat shop with mobile payments: WeChat Pay,
AliPay, Union Pay

Warehouse and
logistics

Integration with logistics operators in the FTZ for warehousing and
China-wide delivery of goods

Gateway for
payment abroad

Module to plug into the popular payment methods in China and wire the
money to a company bank account in the EU
Table 1

4.1 The WeChat Account
You will need to register an Official Account13 (OA). This is how Tencent – the company that
developed WeChat – identifies and registers the bona fide data of an account owner (see, e.g.,
the OA of the EU SME Centre).

Figure 3

13

apply.wechat.com and admin.wechat.com
10
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4.2 The WeChat Shop
The mobile website – the shop itself, fully built within WeChat – is associated with the
WeChat OA. Your potential client can use a smartphone to browse products in your WeChat
store. Once there, they are only one click away from making a purchase
See, e.g., the WeChat CBEC shop of an EU SME in the baby care sector below:

Figure 4

4.3 Consumer Payment Options
Not all the Chinese consumers have credit cards, and even those for whom this is a possibility
are not familiar with its use. In an almost cash-free society such as China, the recommended
options are mobile payments such as WeChat Pay and/or AliPay, and Union Pay debit cards.
The majority of Chinese consumers are able to pay via all of these three options.
See, e.g., the smartphone payment screen in the WeChat CBEC shop of an EU SME in the
baby care sector below:

11
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Figure 5
The WeChat store displays the available payment methods in the bottom right corner (in this
instance, WeChat Pay).
4.4 Warehouse and Logistics Operator at the FTZ
Once the payment is complete, the logistics operator at the FTZ connected to the WeChat
Store clears customs and dispatches the product (until recently, the product was held in a
bonded warehouse). A number of warehouse and logistics operators at the FTZs offer
warehousing facilities and services for the China-wide delivery of products.

12
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Figure 6
The WeChat store in Figure 5 indicates shipping fees of 15 ¥(fifteen Chinese yuan). This fee
is not the logistics operator’s shipping fee. The WeChat shop owner will have negotiated a fee
structure with their chosen 3PL in the FTZ.
The fees that appear in the WeChat shop are determined by the WeChat shop operations
manager, who is authorised to change them at any time (e.g., the WeChat shop may adopt a
flat shipping fee strategy, regardless of the item price). The operations manager may wish to
steer consumers to a pricier item by reducing its shipping cost compared with that of a
cheaper item. Some start a campaign for a targeted city, and they may make use of an
influential KOL to reduce shipping costs in the area, etc.
Most of the FTZ logistics operators manage the WeChat store’s stock, sales, inventory and
distribution via electronic instructions. They are able to add value to your WeChat store by
proposing smart distribution strategies.
WeChat shops are legally obliged to respond promptly to consumer complaints and requests
for returns or refunds. The logistic operator handles complaints or returns as part of their
smart distribution services, while refunds to consumers are handled remotely by the WeChat
shop manager, who has control over the WeChat Pay account and is able either to offer
refunds or credit in the form of coupons, which the WeChat shop permits.
From a business perspective, excellence in dealing with consumer complaints is crucial.
Nowhere else in the world are consumers so outspoken on social networks as in China. It is
not unusual to find dozens or hundreds of consumer comments for each SKU sold. Rather
than general comments or perceptions, the Chinese consumer comments on particulars related
to either the service (e.g. “reacted quickly”, “refunded my money straight away”, etc.) or the
13
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product (e.g. “the cap is red on the photo rendering but this is not true, I’m not happy” etc.).
The same person who may praise one product can be highly critical if a product or service
does not live up to expectations. Chinese consumers will never purchase a new product
without thoroughly checking the comments section beforehand. An excellent after-sales
service is therefore paramount in China.
4.5 Foreign Gateway to China’s Payment Providers
Most of the retailers outside China do not accept Union Pay, AliPay, or WeChat Pay, despite
these being among the biggest payment providers worldwide.
A gateway is therefore needed to plug into these popular Chinese payment methods. A
number of payment gateways are available. Their role is to gather money paid by consumers
in RMB via, for example, WeChat Pay. The funds are then exchanged to a freely convertible
currency and later batched together and wired to the SME’s bank account in Europe.
These payment platforms offer their own API, allowing for smooth connection with the
popular Chinese payment methods, without having to alter the existing checkout. Some of
these offer low flat rates, with no monthly fees. Settlement can be made in EUR, USD, GBP,
JPY or HKD. There is some flexibility over how the batches of money are transferred, with a
choice between pre-automated wire transfers, recurring transfers, or high-value transfers (over
USD 10,000). If all goes well, it should not be difficult for the WeChat CBEC to achieve
high-value status with the existing payment gateways.
Chinese consumers have an upper limit of CNY 2,000 (about EUR 280) per CBEC
transaction, with a yearly limit14 of CNY 20,000. Exceeding this limit will not stop a Chinese
consumer from making cross-border purchases, however. He or she will simply ask a relative,
acquaintance, friend or colleague to use their ID card to complete the transaction. The graph
below is a screenshot of a commercial teaser 15 describing the funding flow for one such
payment gateway.

Figure 7 Payment platform funding flow

14

Chinese citizens can monitor the balance of their cross-border expenditure online. See
ceb2pub.chinaport.gov.cn/limit/outIndex
15
nihaopay.com/retailers
14
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The Procedure
Opening a CBEC shop in WeChat is a project in itself. A set of interrelated tasks must be
executed over a fixed period under certain cost restraints and other limitations. As with any
project, this requires careful planning, a project team, and project management to achieve the
goal of the WeChat shop becoming fully operational.
The project can either be carried out by the brand itself or outsourced to specialists. Unless
the brand has extensive prior experience in China, the latter is the recommended option.
Step
The CBEC positive list

Description
Check the product category is authorised to be
traded via CBEC

Trademark registration

Make sure the brand is registered in China

Select a Pilot FTZ

There are a number of FTZs in different
locations across China. You must select one.

Select a logistics operator within the There are a number of logistics operators in
FTZ for warehousing and parcel each of China’s FTZs. You must select one.
delivery
Register products at CIQ (China Products entering China require CIQ approval.
Inspection & Quarantine)
Registering at CIQ is necessary.
Open WeChat Oficial Account

Some restrictions apply. There is a registration
process

Set up the WeChat shop

The design of the shop itself, including images,
prices, shopping cart, etc.

Integrate a payment method with WeChat Pay, AliPay, Union Pay
the WeChat shop
Open a bank account in China16

A bank account is needed to receive consumer
payments, exchange currency, and wire money
to the EU

Select a payment gateway

There are a number of payment gateways to
exchange RMB into EUR. The money can then
be wired abroad

Integration
gateway

with

the

payment To receive payments in the EU bank account
Table 2

16

Strictly speaking opening a bank account is not indispensable. It can be avoided if using
global.tenpay.com/ or cross-border WeChat Pay
pay.weixin.qq.com/wechatpay_guide/intro_settle.shtml However, in many circumstances is very
useful to have a bank account
15
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5.1 The CBEC List
Only products authorised to be traded via CBEC can use this channel. There is a full list17 of
authorised products, sorted by HS code. Before taking any action to open a CBEC shop in
WeChat, please make sure your product category is listed. For example, still wines can be
traded via CBEC, but alcoholic drinks such as whisky or vodka cannot.
5.2 Trademark Registration
You should obtain a trademark registered in China for all your products before initiating any
sales; even those via CBEC. Trademark registration is a crucial aspect of opening a CBEC
shop in WeChat. The EU has an office18 in Beijing that provides free advice to EU SMEs on
intellectual property protection.
5.3 Selecting a Pilot Free Trade Zone
Each of China’s Pilot FTZs is at a different stage of development. As recently as April 2017,
seven new Pilot FTZs were created, making a total19 of eleven to date. Choosing the optimal
FTZ depends on a range of factors, including the experience levels of CIQ staff; how
advanced their procedures are; and the category of products being traded. Shanghai’s Pilot
FTZ is the most advanced,20 with the highest level of experience.
5.4 Select a Logistics Operator
The logistics operator plays a pivotal role in the success of any WeChat shop. Terms and
conditions must be negotiated and agreed upon with the 3PL. The following is a nonexhaustive list of things to consider when selecting a logistics operator:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The type and cost of storage
Does the 3PL have English language skills?
Does the 3PL offer China-wide service?
Delivery costs and times
Can the 3PL provide customer service and manage returns?
Can the 3PL send real-time information about current stock at the bonded warehouse?

For a list of 3PL service suppliers, you can browse the EU SME Centre database21 of service
providers.
5.5 Registering the Product at China Inspection and Quarantine
All products require approval from CIQ to be sold online via a CBEC WeChat shop. Certain
registration procedures must be followed for each of the SKUs – a process that must be
completed in Chinese. This includes responding to any questions from CIQ that may arise
during the process. Done diligently, this should take about five weeks. Usually, CIQ at the
FTZs hold documentation in English, including that relating to updates22 or procedures.
5.6 Open a WeChat Official Account
Before setting up the shop, operators must open a WeChat Official Account. While this
process is not difficult per se, it requires filling out some forms, providing a number of
documents including a passport and a visa, giving company information translated into
17

Find the list in English in the FAQ section of www.eusmecentre.org.cn
www.china-iprhelpdesk.eu/frontpage
19
Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangdong, Fujian, Liaoning, Zhejiang, Henan, Hubei, Sichuan, Shaanxi, and
Chongqing
20
en.china-shftz.gov.cn
21
www.eusmecentre.org.cn/service-providers
22
See e.g., en.china-shftz.gov.cn/Guide/Inspection-and-Quarantine
18
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Chinese, and having a mobile phone number in China. The owner of WeChat gives a good
explanation23 of this process in English. However, the process can be somewhat cumbersome
for those with no experience in China, so hiring a local service provider is a good option.
5.7 Set up the WeChat Store
There are quite a few companies who can help to design your WeChat shop. Bear in mind,
however, that this involves more than simply the look and feel of the store. It is also necessary
to integrate a payment method (e.g., WeChat Pay), connect the shop with a warehouse, and tie
into a foreign payment gateway in the backend. After this, the functionality of customer
service and returns must also be implemented.

Figure 8 Example of a real CBEC shop in WeChat
China has long since transitioned to mobile technology. The WeChat shop must therefore be
conceived and designed for a smartphone interface. Experts believe that it is not a good
approach to simply adapt content that was previously considered appropriate for desktop
computers.
Additionally, icon design, texts, bars, cart, etc. can be different to those commonly used in the
Western countries. When it comes to this, you need to trust the experts. They will indicate the
basic rules to follow when setting up a WeChat shop.
It goes without saying that the WeChat shop must be built in Chinese. Adding English as a
second language for the store may be helpful if you plan on selling to the expat community in
China (currently less than one million people), or extending the service to Hong Kong.

23

apply.wechat.com
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5.8 Integrating a Payment Method with the WeChat Store
China is close to being a cashless society. Payment via smartphone spans all daily activities,
from buying a cheap snack at a street stall to paying the rent or sending money phone-tophone using as platforms such as WeChat Pay, AliPay and others.
EU brands and companies do not usually grasp the extent to which Chinese consumers use
virtual money. This behaviour applies to all consumers in China, regardless of economic
status: from affluent consumers in first-tier cities to rural areas such as Tibet with very low
incomes.
WeChat Pay is recommended for a WeChat shop. Do not be afraid of some Chinese
consumers being unaware of WeChat Pay. Quite simply, there aren’t any.
5.9 Open a Bank Account in China
Choose a bank that is authorised to operate in the FTZ. In the Shanghai FTZ, for instance,
there are a dozen or so foreign banks, in addition to the Chinese domestic banks. The key
point here is that the bank is authorised to freely convert and transfer capital between the freetrade account you want to open and your overseas accounts. Other FTZs may not have such a
wide choice of banks.
The above is very important, something which is frequently overlooked by Western
companies. It is often forgotten that in Mainland China, there is no free movement of capital
outside the country. Certain authorisations are needed for companies to transfer annual
dividends abroad. However, banks in the FTZs are able to do this.
5.10 Selecting a Payment Gateway
There are a number of payment platforms24 that offer their own API. This allows for a smooth
connection with the popular Chinese payment methods, without having to alter the existing
checkout. Some of these offer low flat rates, with no monthly fees, and settlement can be
made in EUR, USD, GBP, JPY or HKD. There is some flexibility over how the batches of
money are transferred, with a choice between pre-automated wire transfers, recurring
transfers, or high-value transfers (over USD 10,000). If all goes well, it should not be difficult
with the WeChat CBEC to achieve high-value status with the existing payment gateways.
Notice that you’ll need a system integrator that is able to plug your WeChat shop into the
chosen payment platform. Some WeChat shop designers, while competent in design and
marketing, may lack this expertise. Make sure that you discuss this issue at an early stage.

24

E.g. nihaopay.com or www.tenpay.com
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The Pros and Cons of a CBEC Shop in WeChat for EU SMEs

Figure 9 The pros and cons of opening a CBEC shop in WeChat for EU SMEs
The Missing Piece: Digital Marketing
We have described a quick way to start operating in China via a CBEC shop in WeChat. The
shop and its range of products is one thing. Achieving good sales results, however, is quite
another.
Other than well-known or highly recognizable brands – the so-called “super brands” –
Chinese consumers have little knowledge of foreign brands. It is unlikely, therefore, that
consumers will head to your WeChat shop in large numbers. Some EU SMEs have tried to
start with e-platforms that attract heavy traffic, such as TMALL or others. Our research and
experience indicates that this is an extremely expensive way for EU SMEs to operate, to put it
mildly.
A marketing plan to capture consumers via digital touchpoints needs to be set up. It may be
worth considering a presence on sites such as Weibo, for example, which is like a hybrid of
Facebook and Twitter. The strategy will involve identifying KOLs in China for the brand’s
specific category. Live streaming platforms can also work wonders, and are an option worth
considering.
Some of the EU SMEs registered at the Centre have experienced25 notable sales increases
once they started working with KOLs. Real-time sales surges have also been observed
immediately after starting a live-streaming session.
All of the above require a reasonable budget, which must be in line with brand expectations.
To learn how to implement such a digital marketing plan, please refer to the EU SME Centre
report26entitled Digital Marketing in China.
25

Emerald Green Baby, presentation at EU SME Centre event: Understanding China, Brussels,
February 2017
19
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Turnkey Solution
The EU SME Centre offers WeChat Shop Solution: a turnkey solution to set up a CBEC
shop in WeChat. With a demonstrated knowledge of both the supply chain and the building
blocks, WeChat Shop implements all the steps of the procedure, from beginning to end.
The EU SME Centre can also provide services for finding KOLs, or select the most
appropriate live-streaming platform.
For a full description of WeChat Shop and information about pricing, please contact us at
wechatshop@eusmecentre.org.cn
Conclusion
Setting up a cross-border shop in WeChat is an optimal entry option into China for thousands
of EU SMEs.
The present document aims to help EU SMEs recognise all actors in the supply chain,
understand the flow of goods and payments, and be aware of the step-by-step process for
setting up a CBEC shop in WeChat.
It also presents WeChat Shop Solution – the EU SME Centre’s turnkey solution for setting up
a CBEC shop in WeChat.

26

www.eusmecentre.org.cn
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Annexes
10.1 EU SME Centre’s CBEC Shop Solution
Opening a CBEC shop in WeChat is a project in itself. A set of interrelated tasks must be
executed over a fixed period under certain cost restraints and other limitations. As with any
project, this requires careful planning, a project team, and project management to achieve the
goal of the WeChat shop becoming fully operational.
The project can either be carried out by the brand itself or outsourced to specialists. Unless
the brand has extensive prior experience in China, the latter is the recommended option.
The EU SME Centre has in its portfolio of business solutions for China the service of
building a full CBEC shop via WeChat.
It is a comprehensive solution that includes all the building blocks and procedures explained
throughout the present report until the shop reaches a fully operational status. A team leads
the project, creating the WeChat account and the shop, filing the documentation required by
CIQ, connecting the front-end shop with the logistics operator at the FTZ. It also integrates
the shop with the payment gateway and makes the operational test of your CBEC shop in
WeChat.
We have benchmarked the costs of setting up a fully operational shop. In order to recover
such costs during 1-year operation, we estimate the shop has to sell about CNY 2,000 (EUR
250) per day China-wide. The Chinese consumers' behaviour reflected in statistics sets the
average price of items purchased at the CBEC shop can be conservatively set at CNY 160
(EUR 20) per unit.
It derives from the above that to explore the possibilities of the Chinese market for your
product category, interacting directly with the Chinese consumers while gathering real
expertise of China's preferred online channel it is feasible for EU SMEs.
Our estimate is that a daily average of 20 units sold is enough to defray the costs of setting up
a WeChat shop fully cross-border functional. Bear in mind that we are talking about the
category of fast moving consumer goods and that is aimed at all China. It is a prudent
proposal with prudent costs for most of EU SMEs.

To receive a detailed proposal for your CBEC shop in WeChat
please write to: wechatshop@eusmecentre.org.cn

21
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10.2 Calculation of CBEC Market Size, Business-to-Consumers Only

Figure 10
The total number of CBEC consumers is reported27 as 58 million. The same sources (Fig 10)
provide a percentage of the spending patterns per order value, including the time and
frequency of purchases.

Figure 11
Fig 11 shows an average order value of CNY 654. Given the millions of people per each
frequency range, this suggests a CBEC B2C market size of CNY 611 billion. The EU SME
Centre estimate for 2017 is an increase28 of 41% on 2016. This figure represents 8% of total
CBEC turnover, including B2B, which is estimated as CNY 7.5 trillion for 2017.

27
28

www.iimedia.cn/53741.html
CBEC B2C in 2016, CNY 411 billion, McKinsey Quarterly
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In the first half of 2017, the total retail sales of consumer goods reached CNY 17.2 trillion – a
10.4 % year-on-year increase.29 The national online retail sales of goods and services were
CNY 3.1 trillion – a 33.4 % year-on-year increase, accounting for 13.8 % of the total retail
sales of consumer goods.
The fastest growing categories in retail sales are furniture (13.4%); non-alcoholic drinks
(12.7 %); cosmetics (11.3%); cell phones and similar appliances (10.1%); alcoholic drinks
(9.8%); and clothing (7.3%).
10.3 Webinar
The EU SME Centre offers several30 webinars explaining WeChat and how to set up a crossborder shop in WeChat. E.g.

10.4 Digital Marketing
For a full training on the digital marketing landscape in China please have a look at our report
and webinars on digital marketing31

29

www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/201707/t20170718_1514101.html
www.eusmecentre.org.cn/calendar?status=All&ind=All&oper=All&city=All&title=wechat&evtype=TY
PE_WEBINAR&datefr%5Bmin%5D%5Bdate%5D=2005-03-01&datefr%5Bmax%5D%5Bdate%5D=201801-08
31
www.eusmecentre.org.cn/knowledgecentre?status=All&ind=All&oper=All&title=digital+marketing&evtype=TYPE_PAGE%2CTYPE_CASESTUDIES%2CTYPE_GUIDELINES%2CTYPE_REPORT%2CTYPE_INFOGRAPHIC
30
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Contact the Centre at:
Room 910, Sunflower Tower
37 Maizidian West Street
Chaoyang District
Beijing, 100125

T: +86 10 8527 5300
The EU SME Centre assists European SMEs to export to China by
providing a comprehensive range of free, hands-on support
services including the provision of information, confidential
advice, networking events and training. The Centre also acts as a
platform facilitating coordination amongst Member State and
European public and private sector service providers to SMEs.
The Centre’s range of free services covers:
•

Business Development – provision of market information,
business and marketing advice

•

Legal – legal information, “ask the expert” initial consultations
and practical manuals

•

Standards – standards and conformity requirements when
exporting to China

•

HR and Training – industry and horizontal training programs

•

Access to a service providers directory and information
databases

•

Hot-desking – free, temporary office space in the EU SME
Centre to explore local business opportunities

•

Any other practical support services to EU SMEs wishing to
export to or invest in China
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